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Abstract

The Big Prawn statue erected in Ballina, on the north coast of the Australian state of New South Wales, in 1989 belongs
to a genre of roadside ‘big things’ that commenced in Australia in the 1960s. The statue has come to be a prominent — if
frequently contentious — landmark within the town and an icon of it for tourists. Its symbolism re�ects Ballina’s status as
a coastal location with a small �shing �eet and dedicated harbour and magni�es that aspect as a projection of the town
to both visitors and a general social media public. As such, the Big Prawn has both a cultural ‘life of its own’ and a
relationship to Australia’s national circuit of roadside big things and with other symbols of Ballina mobilised by the town
council and its tourism promotion. The article provides a history of the development, prominence and impact of the Big
Prawn in cultural media, its relation to cultural debates about aesthetics and heritage in Australia and the manner in
which its sign can be understood to operate within a coastal location heavily dependent on tourism income.
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Introduction

It’s pretty clear, even from 100m away, that there’s no throwing this shrimp on the barbie  — the concrete and
�breglass prawn stands at nine meters tall, 20-something meters wide and weighs 35 tonne, making it one cracker
of a crustacean. 

Ballina is a small town in far north New South Wales, Australia (current population c27,000), located at the mouth of the
Richmond River and the Paci�c Ocean.  The town was established in the 1830s by European settlers and its

development involved various acts of violence and the dispossession of the indigenous Bundjalung clan who lived
around the river estuary. The town has a small �shing �eet that operates from a harbour close to the town centre (Figure
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(‘Blonde Ambition’, 2016)
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1) and has become known for the quality of the prawns that have been caught and retailed locally since prawning
operations began in the late 1940s (White, 2015). Tourism visitation to the region increased steadily since the initial
establishment of a road route between Sydney and Brisbane in 1909 and a series of improvements to (what became
known as) The Paci�c Highway, including the sealing of the entire route in 1958. The Paci�c Highway ran through the
western section of the town until 2011, when a bypass was built, substantially reducing tra�c �ows through the town’s
western section whilst allowing easy access on and off the highway. Tourism now provides Australian $245 million to the
local economy (Ballina Shire Council, 2019: online) and the area has also become known as an attractive retirement
destination with a number of retirement estates and residential care facilities. Since 1989 it has also been known for the
Big Prawn (henceforth referred to as the BP), a visually unmissable roadside ornament on its western access road that
has become something of a (controversial) emblem for the area. The BP �rst appeared in 1989 when a small, retail block
opened with a concrete and �bre-glass statue of the head and middle tail portion of a gigantic prawn �xed over a second
storey, rectangular, glass-fronted viewing area,  its head protruding over the front carpark and its truncated tail dropping

down behind the building (Figure 2). While unusual, the BP, a massively scaled-up representation of a boiled (and thereby
pink-coloured) Black tiger prawn (Penaeus monodon), is an example of a genre of giant objects constructed as roadside
attractions across Australia since the 1960s. The �rst examples of this phenomenon were a large dinosaur (named
‘Ploddy’) installed at the Australian Reptile Park in Somersby (New South Wales) in 1963 (Markwell & Cushing, 2010: 89–
93), and the Big Banana at Coffs Harbour, constructed in 1964. The latter is a signi�cant precursor to Ballina’s BP in that
it opened to a highly mixed local reception but went on to become an accepted symbol of the area and a regular roadside
stopover for highway travellers (Leiper, 1997).

Fig 1. Map of Big Prawn, Ballina and Richmond River estuary (Christian Fleury, 2020)

While eye-catching roadside attractions are relatively common internationally, and were pioneered in the United States
(Hollis, 1999; Genovese, 2006), many US examples do not have the same close relation to and promotional focus on
locality and local product that is evident in Australia. The history and cultural signi�cance of large Australian roadside
attractions (such as the BP) in the late 20  century was explored by Ruth Barcan in her detailed study ‘Big Things:

Consumer Totemism and Serial Monumentality’ (1996). Referring to the national network of “big things” that developed
in the 1980s and early-mid 1990s, she asserted that the “plethora” of them “can be seen to contribute to a sanguine myth
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of Australian nationhood: Australia as a cornucopia, a land of abundance” (1996: 31). This claim supported by the
relationship of big things to local commodity specialisms. The Big Banana, for instance, symbolises the concentration of
banana plantations around Coffs Harbour while the Big Merino indicates Goulburn’s claim to be the “�ne wool capital of
the world” (VisitNSW, n.d.). As Barcan neatly characterises, these roadside structures “stand in metonymic relation to the
region they represent; that is, they function as a part standing in for the whole [and] are markers that have themselves
become sites” (1996: 31–32) and are, “in the short-hand way of tourist iconography”, “a fascinating blend of place-
makers, architecture, popular art and advertising” (1996: 34). With regard to tourists’ engagements with such “big things”
she draws on Cultural Studies’ address to the textual plays that late 20  century cultural artefacts engaged in and the

knowing parodies involved in upscaling everyday material artefacts to gigantic dimensions. Indeed, she contends, more
generally, that patrons of such attractions are “post-tourists” who engage “in a knowing and sometimes whimsical play
of signi�ers” along their routes (1996: 37). Stockwell and Carlisle (2003) have also contended that the speci�cally
Australian quality of sardonic, anti-authoritarianism known as larrikinism underpins the big things in a manner that
offends establishment tastes:

It is a form of low art, a form of trash culture… City planners and the upper middle class tend to denigrate these
structures so at odds with their images of beautiful cities, so blatantly bastions of commercialism and so big that
they run the risk of obscuring and obliterating real art… Big things are criticised as ugly, kitsch, tacky and giving a
wrong impression of a town.

Complementing these approaches, Cushing (2007: 21) characterised the Paci�c Highway as a “known and appreciated
travel corridor that featured “a rich variety of signs of place” through which it “signposted the passage through space”
(2007: 21). In the light of continuing upgrades to the route that included the bypassing of established roadside amenities
and attractions, she contended that “the formal recognition and promotion of the heritage signi�cance of the bypassed
sections of the highway could protect this heritage resource” and help bypassed towns “salvage” the local economies
depleted by declining volume of visitors. In this regard, she identi�ed that environmental impact studies (EISs) uniformly
ignored cultural heritage aspects, identifying that in the case of the IES conducted on the route of the Ballina bypass “just
three items of European heritage were mentioned, two residential buildings and one railway embankment”, completely
ignoring the BP, which she describes as a “well known and well loved” structure that helps to give the Paci�c Highway its
character and interest in the area (2007: 24).

A different perspective has been provided by Kent Watson, from the web-based organisation Monument Australia, whose
website identi�es that it is concerned to identify and preserve monuments and memorials that “re�ect important values
within the community that should be documented and preserved”. Without specifying his aesthetic criteria, Watson has
described many roadside big things as “blights on the landscape” despite the local purpose behind them:

Some communities erect some 'big' structures to emphasise something about their place, such as its agricultural or
pastoral produce. I am sure communities had good reasons to build them, and that they serve some purpose, but
just as a personal opinion I think they are as intrusive as roadside advertising signs. 

The status of such roadside attractions is not just a matter of casual subject debate but, rather, a signi�cant factor with
regard to the maintenance and future of such structures, the majority of which were not designed and constructed with

th

(Mercer, 2017)
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longevity as a major concern. The deterioration and decay of many roadside big things and the question as to who is
responsible for their upkeep (or demolition and removal) began to attract attention in the early 21  century as many

were starting to show signs of ageing. An article published online in Australia’s Tourism News in 2010 entitled ‘Australia’s
Big Things left to rot by state tourism’ opened with the question “Is it time to face the fact that Australia’s big things are a
big tourism fail?” The article recalled that once big things “were the iconic moments of a trip around Australia” but now,
with many falling into disrepair, characterised that:

When the icon goes bad, there’s often not much local councils or tourism bodies can do to save it. The big things
cost a lot of money to maintain... Many are privately owned giving councils no control over the standard of their
icon. Where they are owned by the public, many towns can not afford to keep up the maintenance without extra
�nancial support. In a choice between �xing a 10 metre vegetable replica and �xing a pot-holed road, the road will
always win. 

Engaging with these perspectives, and complementing them with opinions voiced by members of the local community
and local businesses, this article considers the manner in which the BP operates and interacts in the public sphere with a
variety of other symbols of Ballina. The BP’s success in establishing itself as a high pro�le visual motif, and one that is
often regarded as iconic of Ballina itself, derives, in large part, from its photogeneity. In the last two decades in particular,
the use of social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram, blogs and YouTube by travellers to record the
sights/sites encountered during their travels have given it particular prominence. User generated content of quirky
and/or attractive features on these media outlets is far more frequent and socially ‘organic’ than locally-managed public
relations campaigns and provides a visual discourse that operates outside of promotional strategies and, thereby, needs
to be considered by council or tourism marketing bodies, either through engaging with such discourse or consciously
seeking to produce alternative images. At a local level, the sculpture has attracted controversy and, in recent years, has
been modi�ed and relocated in a manner that has enhanced its prominence in Ballina’s streetscape and in social media.
Through its active development and negotiation, the BP has become a popular cultural icon of the town, the (cooked)
crustacean representing a locale, a livelihood tradition and a local culinary delicacy.

Fig 2. Big Prawn at Ballina Transit Centre (original location) c 1985 (photo: Tourism News, n.d.)

st

(Australia’s Tourism News, 2010)
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Developing the Ballina site
The BP was conceived by two property developers, Attila and Louis Moknay, through their company LA Developments, as
another in the series of large roadside attractions re�ecting local industries that they had commenced with the Big
Merino at Goulburn and the Big Oyster at Taree. In order to ensure verisimilitude, the Moknays employed James Martin, a
sculptor based at the University of South Australia, to design the giant tiger prawn. The eventual design was for a
sculpture 30,000 times larger than a real prawn that was 9 metres tall and weighed 40 tons. LA Development’s planning
application to mount the sculpture on a roadside retail block named Ballina Transit Centre was approved by Ballina
Council in 1988 on the grounds that the BP would be useful in promoting the town despite both local opposition (with
163 public objections being lodged) and the advice of council staff that the scale and height would be out of character
with the predominantly single-story residential area around it (Ballina Shire Advocate, 2009: online). One aspect that was
not immediately apparent in the application, but which attracted local criticism when the business opened, was that
patrons could climb inside the head and look out through its large perspex eyes. In daytimes this was a relatively
unobtrusive exercise but after sunset the illuminated nature of the interior made the prawn’s eyes glow brightly and be
visible when viewed from outside, a feature that not every local resident found appealing and that some found downright
“creepy” (ABC, 1991). Despite such issues the BP became an accepted part of the urban and roadside landscape in the
1990s and 2000s until it — and the commercial block it graced — fell into disrepair and disuse in the early 2010s, being
fenced off and covered in gra�ti (Mr Agm65, 2012). This deterioration occurred at the same time as the completion of
work on the bypass that would divert the Paci�c Highway (route M1) away from the town (Figure 1) —  where it ran
directly past the BP. The opening of the bypass in November 2011 was correctly predicted to substantially reduce the
volume of noisy freight tra�c travelling through residential neighbourhoods but also to reduce the number of car
travellers stopping for rest and refreshments. This placed the BP in a similar position to other bypassed roadside
attractions raised by Cushing (2007) and Australian Tourism News (2010) (as discussed above). Keen to redevelop the
site, the property’s (then) owner, businessman Santo Pennisi, applied to Ballina Council to dismantle and scrap the BP in
2009, unwittingly setting off a public battle about the BP’s future that was exacerbated by Ballina Council’s approval of
the proposal and by the mayor, Philip Silver’s, reluctance to support its retention and his expressing a preference for “a
small, stylish pelican in the centre of town, along the lines of the Little Mermaid in Copenhagen” as a replacement
attraction (Moorton, 2009).

Local media responses to the prospect of the BP’s removal were prompt and creative. The Daily Examiner (serving the
Clarence Valley area, to the south of Ballina) sought responses from its readers via a Facebook post as to whether the
Clarence Valley should have a giant attraction and what that might be. Intervening in an unexpected manner, Yamba’s
Chamber of Commerce president Bev Mans�eld wrote a letter to the newspaper that identi�ed her coastal town (located
105 kilometres south of Ballina) as the BP’s rightful “home” and declared:

I have always wanted to get it here - with much opposition of course and no money to do so - but on the headland…
How wonderful it would look… Maybe it would bring luck to the trawler men… Who knows? 

Fanning some local rivalry, the newspaper contacted Ballina Chamber of Commerce chair Peter Carmont who rea�rmed
local support for maintaining the structure and dismissed the rival bid:

(Stevens, 2012)
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It is something that is an icon in Ballina and everyone who drives along the Paci�c Highway through Ballina
remembers the Big Prawn… To say that it should be moved to Yamba when its been at Ballina for decades... they
should have dealt with that a long time ago. Ballina has always been the home of the Big Prawn and we intend it to
stay that way and as a chamber we pushed for it to stay. 

Rumours also spread that there were plans for it to be moved to the Gold Coast, 110 kilometres north of Ballina, in
southern Queensland (Saunders 2017). Local relocations were also suggested, with Ballina councillor Sharon
Caldwallader suggesting that it be installed as a water attraction in a location such Shore’s Bay (6 kilometres to the east)
(Broadhead, 2009).

In�uenced by a social media campaign that attracted over 10,000 supporters and the public advocacy for BP’s retention
by media celebrities such as Channel 7 television presenter David Koch (Moorton, 2009), Pennisi did not follow through
on his approval and the BP remained on the site while new owners were found. The attractiveness of the site, on a main
road in a growing town, attracted the national Bunnings Hardware Group to purchase it (BP and all) in 2017 (Hutchison,
2014). In making the purchase, Bunnings’ managing director John Gillam acknowledged that the BP “is an icon that does
provoke a lot of emotion…. we're not going to be the ones who knock it down." (Turnbull, 2011). Turning an obligation into
an asset, Bunnings obtained Council approval to modify the structure and invested around $400,000 in completing the
prawn’s tail, reinforcing and repainting its body and mounting it on a frame adjacent to the main road, on the entrance to
the store’s car park (Figure 3). Bunnings’ general manager property Andrew Marks summarised his company’s
intervention by declaring that, “from the beginning it was clear that the Big Prawn was iconic in the region and we have
been delighted to provide it with a facelift" (Hutchison, 2014). The completion of the prawn’s body and its elevation above
the ground changed it from being an accessible rooftop gimmick to being a free-standing statue visible from 360
degrees across a wider area than its previous location (Figure 2).

Fig 3. Big Prawn (version 2) adjacent to Bunnings carpark (2016)

(Stevens, 2012)
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The rise in the public pro�le of and public support for the BP during its period of uncertainty in 2009–2012 led to a
related local initiative that aimed to channel that support into a celebration of Ballina’s prawning history and the product
itself. This took the form of an annual Prawn Festival, held for the �rst time in November 2013. Making the connection
between the town’s �shing heritage and the event explicit, Nadia Eliott-Burgess from the Ballina Chamber of Commerce,
stated: “we've got trawler families here that still risk their life day to day going out through the Ballina bar to go and bring
in fresh seafood to distribute through the Northern Rivers and beyond” (Burin, 2013). This aspect was also
acknowledged by blogger Red Nomad, who tied the perils of the prawning industry to both the BP the appeal of the
coastal location:

After all, watching the Prawn Trawlers head down the Richmond River, across the churning waters of its treacherous
Bar and out through its mouth to sea for a night of �shing is one of the joys of walking Ballina’s twin breakwalls. It’s
even more exciting watching the trawlers return to cross the bar through a mountainous swell in seas so heavy I’ll
never complain about the price of seafood again! 

The annual Prawn Festival, held at Missingham Park, was aimed at families, featured food stalls, live entertainment and
concluding �reworks and included an innovation in the form of a costumed prawn performer (Figure 4 ). Intentionally or

not, the ‘walking prawn’ has distinct a�nities to Japanese yuru-chara - invented anthropomorphised animal mascots for
towns and cities that appear on online, on signs and as costumed performers at events (Suter, 2016). But while the
walking prawn proved photogenic for visitors it did not subsequently become adopted as promotional character/motif
for the town and, indeed, largely faded from public circulation  after the festival was cancelled after 2017 due to

declining numbers and the unreliable weather conditions common in late Spring.

Fig 4. Walking prawn at Ballina Prawn Festival with local government o�cials (Claudia Jambor, 2017).

Despite the abandonment of annual prawn festivals, recent Tripadvisor reviews suggest that it is still regarded as an
eminently photogenic sight on road trips, averaging a 4/5 rating as an attraction, regularly attracting posts such as:
“Good kitsch-value photo op for all things “big” in Australia! Can’t help but smile to see it. Easy to stop and get a quick

(Red Nomad, 2017)
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photo of this seafood icon in Ballina” (Sonia, January 9 2022) and with posters assessing it favourably compared to
other Australian roadside big things:

This prawn, unlike the Coffs big banana, the Caboolture big pineapple, the big Mango, the Dubbo big steer, and the
pathetic Tweed/Kingscliffe big Avocado and even the Tamworth Big Guitar - is actually huge and an amazingly
detailed work of metal art. Well worth the panoramic view of Bunnings just outside downtown Ballina. Go there.
Ballina is a very very cool place - just don't tell any of the hipsters. 

Negative comments have concerned the lack of interpretative signage, leaving visiting unfamiliar with the area with no
idea as to why a giant prawn occurs there (e.g. Resign70, February 8 2020); the lack of any supporting attractions (e.g.
Carolyn B, January 9 2020 & Jim J, January 6 2020); and the lack of a seafood sales outlet in the immediate proximity

(Jewel M, November 30 2019). While the BP could undoubtedly be enhanced as a tourist attraction — rather than simply
as a photo opportunity spot — that latter function continues to be inscribed in social media, thereby promoting the town
and its seafood produce.

Alternative local symbols
While the BP has become a widely recognised icon of Ballina, especially for tourists, it exists in competition with a
number of other symbols. Some of these attempt a broader representation of the town and its aquatic heritage. The
shire’s coat of arms, adopted in 1977 (Figure 5a), for instance, emphasises its association with the sea by being �anked
by seahorses, having a seaweed-like mantling around the shield, and a boat on top of the crown. The central shield has a
ground of curving blue and gold bands, suggesting sunlight and water, and a central column that includes a lighthouse, a
scallop and a prawn. The complexity of the image — with its use of traditional heraldic elements — has resulted in it
being primarily used in internal council contexts with other symbols and logos, principally an elegantly stylised seahorse,
being used in public, used over the last decade (Figure 5b).

 

Fig 5. a) Ballina Shire Council’s o�cial coat of arms. b) Ballina Shire Council logo.

(Alofoz, December 2 2020)
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Despite the attractive aquatic imagery deployed in such signs, the prominence of the BP in Ballina’s urban landscape and
its multiple reproductions in social media have led it to assume a de facto representative status for the town that has
been perpetuated in forms such as tourist souvenirs (Figure 6 —  and also see Broadhead, 2010) and short, locally
published books about its history (Osborne, 1991, 2013). Research with Ballina residents undertaken in mid-2022
revealed a similar diversity of opinion about the merits of the sculpture to the views outlined above. Negative
characterisations included adjectives such as “ugly” and creepy”, while more positive ones emphasised its unpretentious
cheeriness and its function as a clear marker of the town — i.e. “when you look up at it you’ve got no doubt where you
are, you can’t mistake it.”

Fig 6. Ballina tourism souvenirs (including ‘stubbie’ [i.e. canned drink holder], left and t-shirt, centre, 2020).

Conclusion
There are several notable aspects to the history of the BP since its initial installation in the late 1980s regarding both the
heritage of routes’ roadsides at time of signi�cant infra-structural upgrading and of the development and maintenance of
local symbols. Symbols originate in various contexts: through o�cial designs and promotions; as a result of commercial
developments; and/or through idiosyncracies of personal taste. The extent to which these symbols endure and become
accepted by resident communities depends on a range of factors and there are, commonly, diverse opinions about them.
Whatever their origins, they remain manipulable in terms of local identities and/or their competition against similar
symbols and their material representations (e.g. the so-called “prawn wars” between Ballina and Exmouth [in Western
Australia] over whose prawn is best — see unattributed, 2019). In terms of local identity, the BP’s representation of the
local prawning industry clearly relates to one aspect of place and local history but does not represent the dominant
industry in the area (healthcare and social assistance, which employ 16.6% of the local workforce ). As such, it more

obviously promotes the �shing/seafood eating aspect of the area, which is supported by two busy seafood retail outlets,
by three �shing equipment stores and various boat equipment and maintenance operations. In terms of the present form
of the BP, it obviously has a strong link to the initial roadside attraction that supported it but its extraction from that
context has shifted its function to that of an icon that only has a loose connection to the retail operation whose car park

8
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in sits within. But this also has the effect of freeing it from its commercial function and allowing it to �oat over its
surrounds as a less determined marker of space. This recalls Barcan’s characterisation of big things more generally, that
they “stand in metonymic relation to the region they represent; that is, they function as a part standing in for the whole
[and] are markers that have themselves become sites” (1996: 31–32), even if the BP is now primarily glimpsed in
passing, or brie�y parked alongside in order to be photographed. In this way, the coastal site of Ballina, more broadly, is
represented by the inscription of a singular aspect of its �shery that serves to evoke its seaside charms. What is also
notable is the disconnect between the BP and the rising recognition of Indigenous heritage in the area in recent decades.
While prawns were an element of pre-colonial Indigenous diets, there is nothing in the monumentality of a giant cooked
prawn in a car park that evokes the older traditions of the area. Indeed, its massive ampli�cation is more suggestive of
the extractivist nature of contemporary �sheries rather than the small-scale marine harvesting traditionally undertaken
by indigenous communities. Notably, with current pollution stresses on the Richmond River (Saunders, 2017; Cox, Oeding
& Taffs, 2019), its estuary is less conducive to the maturation of immature prawns than it has been historically and the
offshore prawn �shery will feel the effects of the related diminution in numbers in subsequent years. In this regard, the
BP might stand for a marine “cornucopia” (Barcan, 1996: 1) that is rapidly slipping into history, rendering it as much an
object of nostalgia as an indication of what might be available to those who visit the area under the thrall of the giant
roadside crustacean.
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Endnotes

1. This comment alludes to a well-known phrase featured in Australian Tourism Commission TV adverts in the 1980s aiming to attract

tourists to Australia through various images such as comedian Paul Hogan barbecuing shrimps in the sunshine.

2. See Hayward & Fleury (2021) for a discussion of Ballina’s development and its relationship to the Richmond River.

3. Aside from the giant prawn itself, the glassed-in viewing area was a somewhat odd feature given that the landscape around the

building is uniformly �at and the elevation of the second storey was insu�cient to provide any particularly attractive vista to viewers.

4. Also see footage of the prawn dancing at: https://www.facebook.com/100006606226187/videos/2034363893460465

5. Although local personality Mark Avery subsequently used the costume for charity raising purposes.

6. There is, in fact, a seafood shop selling an impressive range of prawns 200 metres away, but no signage from the Bunnings car park

directing visitors to it.

7. A sign that has some local traction being associated with Ballina Seahorses — the local rugby union club.

8. Ballina Shire Council 2016 �gures (the latest available on employment patterns). It is tempting to imagine what big thing might serve

such an industry — a giant syringe, bedpan or heart monitor perhaps? As representationally accurate as such icons might be, their

appeal as giant icons would be debatable.
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